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TAKE BACK CONTROL OF YOUR CYBER SECURITY

SOL ACE CYBER
REALTIME RISK PLATFORM
The Solace Cyber Realtime Risk
Platform provides a single system for
live visibility of cyber risks affecting
your business, presented in both an
executive (non-technical) or
engineering (technical) view.

360 DEGREE VIEW

UK INNOVATION

Complete visibility of every cyber

Developed by UK-based cyber

Access the platform free of charge,

risk, with threat intelligence and

security experts.

only pay when you use our services.

monitoring.

NO COST

A 360 DEGREE
VIEW OF CYBER
RISK IN REAL-TIME
The Solace Cyber Realtime Risk
Platform ingests data feeds from
multiple sources including Microsoft
365, Azure, Fortinet, Dark Web and
live threat intelligence.

MICROSOFT 365

SUPPLY CHAIN

Continuously assess the security posture of your Microsoft
365 tenant, including mail flow
hardening, identity security,
security recommendations,
historical and real-time
malicious activity. Protect and
secure any application that
makes use of Azure Active
Directory.

Search your supply chain to
check if there have been any
breaches with the global ransomware alert service. Extend
threat intelligence and passive
reconnaissance into your supply chain and reduce the risk to
your organisation.

DARK WEB

ENDPOINT PROTECTION

Monitor the Dark Web for leaked
data, credentials and historical
breaches your users have been
involved in.

Real-time monitoring of your
endpoint protection and response product, with the ability
to escalate issues to a 24/7/365
SOC.

THREAT INTELLIGENCE

BRAND PROTECTION

Receive actionable threat
intelligence specific to your
organisation, complete with
alerts and recommendations.
Our threat research team backs
up this service and provides
manual intelligence into the
platform.

Monitor social networks, news
sources, phishing sites, clear
net, darknet and Dark Web sites
for references of your business,
its employees or your suppliers.
Receive advance warning of
threats to your brand.

REAL-TIME RISK
SCORING
Integrate data feeds into a
single dashboard
Data is abundant with the many cyber security solutions available, but
monitoring the data feeds can be a time consuming task, which can leave
margin for error if the data is misinterpreted.
The Solace Cyber Realtime Risk PIatform combines multiple data feeds into
a single dashboard, so you can detect and react to cyber threats faster.
The dashboard is designed to be accessible to both executive users and IT
engineers. Executive users have complete visibility of their organisations’
cyber risks without the need for technical knowledge, and IT teams can
streamline their cyber security processes with easy access to cyber threat
intelligence and data analysis.

DATA INTEGRATIONS

The platform will present you with a weighted risk % score based on the
areas of your business that are assessed. The technology will proactively
find ways to improve your score, with easy access to Solace Cyber to
understand any investment required.
Equally, any regressions in your security posture due to new risks will
also be identified - so you can remediate known weaknesses faster.

✓ Security Incident Event Monitoring

✓ Microsoft 365 Secure Score

✓ Endpoint Detection and Response

✓ Security Orchestration, Automation

✓ Logging and Auditing Toolsets

and Response (SOAR)

✓ Phishing Simulation Platform

✓ Supply Chain Security

✓ Global Ransomware Alerts

✓ Threat Intelligence

✓ External Vulnerability Scans

✓ Brand Protection

✓ Cloud XDR (Microsoft 365 & Azure)

Cloud XDR
Functionality

Functionality Matrix

Machine Learning and proprietary AI, informed

Solace Cyber Cloud XDR spots malicious

by years of experience dealing with real-world

activity and allows a quick response, before

breaches have allowed us to extend that

material damage is done to your business.

experience into your organisation, 24/7/365.

Solace Cyber
Realtime
RIsk Platform

Solace Cyber
Cloud XDR

Azure Identity MFA Status
M365 Mail Flow Hardening (SPF, DKIM, DMARC)
M365 Secure Score Status & Recommendations
M365 Alerts
Azure Alerts
EDR Alerts (FortiEDR, MS Defender for Endpoint)

AZURE & MICROSOFT 365

CONTINUAL MONITORING

MALICIOUS ALERTING

Global Ransomware Search
Dark Web Credential Leak

✓ Integration with all M365 &
Azure alerts
✓ Protect and secure any

✓ Malicious inbox rules
✓ IP reputational risk
✓ Geographic risk, informed

application that makes use

by real-time threat

of Azure Active Directory

intelligence feeds

✓ Ingest Azure, M365 & EDR
logs
✓ Extend your Azure Audit
Log retention to 12 months,
with management & search

✓ User behaviours that
indicate malicious activity

✓ World Graph Map - locate
where login’s originate from
in real-time
✓ Phishing detection and
reporting, enabling your
users as a source of threat
intelligence

Supply Chain Security
Brand Protection
Cloud XDR 30 day report
Cloud XDR Microsoft 365 real-time alerts
Cloud XDR Azure Web Application real-time alerts
Cloud XDR Azure Active Directory real-time alerts
Cloud XDR Exchange Online real-time alerts
24/7/365 Managed SOC Service

Customise
your platform

The platform has been developed in-house by SolaceCyber, this gives
us the flexibility to integrate almost anything that has an API - including
your own bespoke toolsets.
Technology should be universally accessible, so the Realtime Risk
Platform can work as part of a SolaceCyber Realtime Risk Platform
supplied ecosystem, or integrate with your existing security vendors.

TAKE BACK CONTROL OF YOUR CYBER SECURITY

GET FREE ACCESS
Watch demo video
Follow on LinkedIn

www.solacecyber.com
cyber.sales@solacegobal.com
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